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ABSTRACT 

Most of consumers in Malaysia are very concerned about the Halal Principle in Islam. 

Halal is a Quranic term meaning "permissible, allowed or lawful". When used in 

relation to food and other consumer products it carries the meaning "permissible for 

consumption and utilization by Muslims". Halal products consist ofhalal raw materials, 

halal procedures, and some other pre-requisites. However, there are food producers 

who fail to get halal raw materials from suppliers for their productions because the 

information about the products is represented using inconvenient way by Malaysian 

authorities such as Malaysia Department of Islamic Development (JAKIM). Thus, the 

halal status of their products can be questioned by others. Map mash up is proposed in 

order to make the halal producers in an easier way. This project would highlight the 

usage of map in order to display a set of data according to their geographical attributes. 

The proposed approach in this project is to plot the data on a map that is generated from 

Google Maps API service and utilize the service to the maximum usage. Data such as 

location of the suppliers of raw materials are easier to be analyzed on the map itself. 

Besides, others can evaluate the distribution of suppliers and make their decision on 

where to get the closest suppliers, new opportunities to start a business at strategic 

places and etc. The main contribution of this project is data would be much easier to be 

analyzed and users can contribute to the system in order to make the data more valuable 

and rich in content. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Malaysia is projected to be a global halal-hub in the future. This objective can be 

achieved only if all organizations/bodies including the manufactures, traders, buyers, 

and consumers work together in order to position Malaysia as halal-hub central in the 

global market. Existing literatures show several examples on how supply chain strategy 

and marketing intelligence to be applied in the business [1][2]. However, many firms 

especially in the food industry failed to get halal raw materials to produce their 

products. The platform presented here will reveal the theory and practical approach in 

linking the suppliers, manufacturers, and consumers in the context of halal industry. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

In Islam, it is a must for the followers to consume good and halal food and materials. 

Most of the users in Malaysia are very concern about halal and non-halal products. 

However, the manufacturers/producers are facing hard problems which are difficulties 

in getting quality and halal raw materials for their productions. 

The problems are in term of number of suppliers, location of the suppliers, distance 

between their factories and the suppliers, the quantity of supplied raw materials, and 

lack of expertise in supply chain management. 

1.3 Objectives 

The first objective of this research is to build a platform so that the suppliers, 

manufacturers, and consumers can interact with each other in an easier way via a 

standard platform. This will ensure that the manufacturers/producers managed to get 

their raw materials for the productions. The second objective is to conduct a usability 

testing after the system is ready. 

1.4 Scope of Study 

The general aim of the study is to develop a web application that represent the data in a 

more convenient way compared to the existing application and user-friendly for the 

interaction between suppliers, producers, and consumers. The designing processes will 

be according to the well-known human-computer-interaction (HCI) rules [3] and 

supported by the latest technology web browser such as Firefox 3 .6, Internet Exploter 

9, Google Chrome 9, Opera II, and Safari 5. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most consumers especially in Malaysia are very concern about the principle of Halalan 

Tayyiba in Islam. This principle covers all aspects in our daily life. Many people 

understood that as long as the food does not contain pork and alcohol, it is halal which 

this thought is totally wrong in Islam. The word halal in Arabic means permissible 

according to the Islamic Law and tayyiba means best [4]. 

The halal industry involved farm-to-table process. The producers of the products have 

difficulties in finding halal raw materials in their production due to several problems 

such as lack of enforcement by the JAKIM, less collaboration between the halal 

certification authority and some of the suppliers/manufactures abusing the halal logo 

and halal certification expiry [5][6]. So, map mashup is proposed in order to help the 

halal industry especially for the producers and the entrepreneurs to get their own 

suppliers that satisfied their need and to keep the integrity of the data. 

In web development, mashup is defined as an application that composed of mixing 

different types of software and data which produce a new service or function [7]. Map 

mashup was become popular after Google launch their application programming 

interface (API) in June 2005 which available for anyone to develop their own 

application using the API. 

It is also important to note that by using geographic information systems (GIS) such as 

map mashup, users are able to analyze and manipulate the open data in an easier way 

because other than displaying the data geographically, users may know about the 

distribution and the population on the related data. 

Since the API is available for everyone, more map mashups were made and a new term 

called neogeography was created. Neogeography means "new geography" and consists 

of a set of tools and techniques that fall outside the realm of traditional GIS. It 

combines the complex techniques of cartography (the study and practice of making 

maps) and GIS, and places them within reach of users and developers [8]. 
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There are several companies other than Google that provide the similar API for 

mapping such as Yahoo and Microsoft (Bing maps). However, the service which 

provided by Google is simpler and faster than the others. It uses lightweight Javascript

based APis compared to Yahoo and Microsoft which use more complex technologies 

such as ActiveX, Silverlight, or Flash [7]. 

To create a trusted system, the system itself should be competent, ethical, predictable, 

and should have positive intentions [9]. There are two major categories of attributes 

which the system must have. The first category involves perceptual attributes which 

refer mainly to the source's reputation and the second category involves attributes 

which refer to the system's functionality and overall quality. 

People can argue about the credibility of the provided data from a system if the data 

come from unknown sources. In Malaysia, the organisations that involved in managing 

data on halal certification to products and services are the Halal Industry Development 

Corporation (HOC) and JAKIM. So, both of these organisations are credible enough on 

the required data within halal context. 

Oth.er than best performance of functions, a good design emphasizing on clear 

commitments and usability can improve trustworthiness. [ 10] suggest the use of pastel 

and cool tones and colour combinations and the use of high quality photographs could 

produce a good and friendlier design. 

In conclusion, map mashup is an alternative to assist in supply chain management. 

There were manufacturers who failed to get the raw materials for their productions due 

to problems such as lack of enforcement from the authorities and the credibility of the 

data. A trusted system must have two main attributes which are best performance and 

quality design. It also has to own speciality in order to attract people to use it. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

Phase 1: Gather User Requirements and Related Data 

The user requirement will be defined by interviewing the public users about the system 

and how it should looks like. Other than that, the researcher himself will define the 

needed specifications. Data about the suppliers and manufacturers will be gathered 

from HOC or JAKIM website or by requesting an official participation to the both 

parties. 

There is a need to have a unique function such as reward or specialities in the provided 

services to attract users to use it. This map mashup is expected to get some input from 

the users where they can rate or comment on the listed products or services. The 

rewarding and special function features have been proven by applications such as 

Foursquare and Twitter. The Foursquare's users will get a special badge when they 

check-in at a place and fulfil the requirements. Meanwhile, the Twitter offers a unique 

function where the users can share their thought to their social network in less than 140 

characters. 

Since the system deals with real business of other people, an authentication system is 

required to authenticate the users who want to give rating or comments about the 

services. This function is crucial because others may give bad feedback about a 

service/product just to ruin others businesses. The common way to authenticate the 

users is via e-mail. However, within this research context, the authentication method is 

not sufficient. We cannot truly assure that the person has used the services/products by 

this method. One of the ways to authenticate the users is by using a secret coupon. The 

customers will be given a unique secret coupon and only the owners of the coupons .can 

give the feedback about the products/services. The other effective way is only 

registered users of the services can give feedback on the services. 

The system will has three types of user level which are the administrator, registered 

user, and visitor. All data and user management will be handled by the administrators. 

Registered users may comment or rate the listed services in the system and guest only 

can browse and view the available data. 
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Dynarnl< 

S1mulat1on Pa< kage 

Figure 3.1: Architecture Model 

GIS system in the above diagram is referring to the API service from Google. Database, 

data extraction or conversion toolkit, and dynamic simulation package are the parts of 

the platfonn which will be developed throughout this project. Data visualization or 

analysis will be interpreted at the client side (web browser). 

Phase 2: Critical Review of Related Works 

There are several map mashups that have been developed by others such as Wikimapia 

(at wikimapia.org), Find Homes for Sale (at flZber.com) FastFoodMaps (at 

fastfoodmaps.com), ChicagoCrime (at chicagocrime.org) and MalaysiaCrime (at 

malaysiacrime.com). The review will be critically focused on the functionalities, 

design, and the overall perfonnance. 
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Wikimapia 

This website is basically provides infonnation that related to a particular location. It is 

an online editable map allowing everyone to add infonnation to any location. 

Figure 3.2: Wikimapia Screenshot 

The website follows most of the best practise in designing user interface such as 

consistent design of menu, the use of three clicks rule, and it groups the related 

elements together. Users may register if they want to use the services. Furthennore, 

users also can change the visual of the map to others such as satellite, hybrid, terrain, or 

panoranuo vtew. 

List of the features in Wikimapia.org: 

1. User registration 

2. Add new landmark, region, and create your own map in your account 

3. Categories of the data 

4. Distance measure between selected location 

5. Add comments to listed data 

6. Multi-language 

7. User guide 
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Figure 3.3: Wikimapia Menu 

FastFoodMaps 

The map mashup is basically shows the geographic distribution of fast food locations in 

the United States of America and it shows the address of selected restaurant. There is 

no complicated function offered in the application. Users can jump into a specific 

location via a drop down menu. 

Jump to: C" ~ • G:J Los Angelel ~ C[Jt 

Map I Satellrte l:Hybnd I 
asidena 

Figure 3.4: FastFoodMaps Menu 
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Figure 3.5: FastFoodMaps Screenshot 

Restaurut Info 

Burger King 
916 Veterans Memorial Blvd. 
IAetaine. LA 70005 
(504) 835-9610 

Pan to Center 
~ Senoeaac: 

Send Forward 

Detail Control 
ShoWing. Restaurants 

Link to Current Map iR\ 

Screen Stats 
~--

41 McDonald's 9 ~ 
28 Burger Kmg 9 ./ 
7 Pizza Hut ' ./ 13 Taco Bell ' ./ 9 Wendy's 

' J 4 KFC ' ./ 0 Jack 9 ./ 
0 Hardee's 9 ./ 
0 Carfs Jr 9 J 

0 In-N-Out 9 J 

102 Total 9 

Figure 3.6: FastFoodMaps Right Panel 
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MalaysiaCrime 

MalaysiaCrime.com is a web directory where anyone can submit any crime that 

happened nearby their neighbourhood. Technically, there is no authorised party who 

verified the submitted report on the web directory. However. the site is practising open 

data philosophy whereby the data are freely available to everyone, without restrictions 

from copyright, patents or other mechanisms of control. 

iv1ALAYSIA CPIME 

Figure 3.7: MalaysiaCrime Screenshot 

Users also are aJlowed to edit the submitted report. Reporters will be given passwords 

after the submission of report. So, only the users with correct passwords are able to edit 

the submitted report. Furthermore, others also can leave comments on the submitted 

report. 
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Phase 3: Design and Development A Prototype 

Development Model 

Web development process usually does not take much time. The most effective 

development model to be used is rapid prototyping. Using this technique, prototype of 

the product can be produce in the early of processes and several objectives can be 

achieved which are: 

• To decrease development time and cost mistakes 

• To minimize sustaining technology changes 

• To extend product lifetime by adding necessary features and eliminating 

redundant features early in the design 

Maintain Testing Development 

Figure 3.8: Rapid Prototyping Model 
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Development Process 

The structure of the website will be designed first after all user requirements are 

gathered as following the rapid prototyping model. In order to make the prototyping 

process goes faster, a web framework named Codelgniter will be use. After the 

prototyping process is done, the functions will be added up into the website. The next 

process is designing the database structure and the final process is to process the 

gathered data from the Phase I . 

Web Services 

The main functionality in the web application is the mapping function. There are 

several companies that provide their API for public usage such as Google, Yahoo, and 

Bing. However, the Google's API is chosen because their services are reliable, easy to 

work with, and complete documentation. ln the world history, it is proven that Google 

has provides very reliable services and their servers are never down compared to Yahoo 

which Yahoo's server was down back in 2006. Meanwhile, the Bing's services are not 

popular compared to Google or Yahoo. 

Scripting Language 

PHP is likely to be chosen as the scripting language in this web project because there 

are lots of developers who mastered the language and the community is very large 

compared to the PERL and the Ruby community. It is very easy to ask for help since 

PHP is known worldwide. 

Phase 4: Evaluation, Testing, and Further Enhancement 

Usability testing will be conducted as the release candidate version I (RC 1) is ready for 

testing. Several users from different backgrounds will be selected to help the evaluation 

process. 

The result and feedback from the testing will be use for further enhancement of the 

system. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Comparison between Existing Directories 

a) JAKIM directory. 

Available feature(s): 

• Search function with no option. Users are able to perform searching function but 

the graphical user interface (GUI) is poor. Users cannot perform specific 

searching and the results of searching are populated into a table. 

Maklumat carian: 

=l 
Premia Mlka~pn 

un.t 

SENARAI SYARJKAT 

'!':;"'"'-=--.: ' ..:~ - . ,, __ - - -.--_.::: ...... .:....."7. ~~),C ~·-r:; ~~·-.. -r; - "'" 
·~ 

·~' all ~- .. - ·:- .Namala~amat!Syarlk*t 
;; .. ~.... • ~ - .. ~: "';. ~ _, .... ~,.... . ..-"-~-~:1!-~~J!!rr.:t:~~-...... ,~.... . t. _,. 

1. RASA AYAMAS SDN BHO 
LEVEl14, WlSMA KFC NO 17 JALAN SULTAN ISMAil. 50250 KUALA WMPUR 

2. AYAM KfNS I<I.NGOOH FOODSTUff EffTBU'IUSE (M) SOH BHD 
9, lALAN 10/108C, TAMAN SG. BESt 
57l00 KUAlA WMPUR. WII.AYAH PERSEKUTUAN. 

Figure 4.1: JAKIM Directory 
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1"111/2011 
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3110312012 
J0/0412012 
3QI04/2012 
3QI04/2012 
t•/07/2012 
15/11/2012 
31/12/2012 
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b) HOC directory. 

Available feature(s): 

• Search function with more options, better than JAKIM directory. Users can 

search items according to the industry (small, small & medium, multi-national) 

and states. However, the result also populated in a table fonnat. 

Halal Due<: tory 

Surch Crtterta 

Tell 

Industry SIZ.e All. B 
State All. 

Search Reset 

1iU I!AUTY ceNI8C SOH· BHD. 

A.fo.tA,71WiW'AT1, SR/a.4G4Aet~ LORONO TUNISIIIAL 6.2!1000/CUANr~ A4H4M1 

liM I(IAN MM1 SON IHD 

ND-24 Jain R:p &lt.. .RUn R;p &It,~ K-u Lumpur. 

BOH P\AMTAWNIII)N IHQ! DH PARA SON IHO 

rt!H ll4RA stJN BHD BIJKIT RIDAN tsTA ~SA nJ ..,_ JAJ.AN RA YA QPG4MA TIKUANrAN 2f61'(JQ IIUADZAIISHAH 
PAHANG DARUL MAXMUR 

Figure 4.2: HOC Directory 
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4.2 Tbe Application's Flow 

Users can login for 
more functionality. 

Uomepage 

Users are able to analyze distribution of 
resources on the main map. Avatlable state; 

Login. register, contaCt, vtew a resource, \iew 
resources by category, search. and nearby. 

Register 

Users can create 
an 3CCOWJI 

Contact 

Users can send 
email to 

VIew a resource VIew resources by 
catq:ory 

Users can view deuuls 
on a particular resource Users can \1CW list of 

related resources. 

Eut 

Close the ~eb 

Figure 4.3: Application's Flow 
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4.3 Deliverable's Interface 

Based on the analysis and review about the map mashups that have been developed by 

the others, the researcher has come out with the design as below. 

4.3.1 Bomepage 

llolll Is I 0o.nnc llfm ""'anlng ~ 

.-011-.r - ustd In,....., Ill loocl 
and-........,...~lamosl>o 

""'anlng ..,.,._ "" ,.....,.,., -
I.&IZ- &, ~- llosl 0( aiiiSUfnefS In 
~~a~o.~ ....... -..-..hs-

n...-II.......SIDIISIJI-0( 

~~~-·- - -..-....""-- 'llloiiiUISIDhllplllo~----tKII-Ifla 
- plollorm. Tho..,_ a10<1 can 

--......... -by doing-
IHI_, ancl ~Ill -O(Ilt 

:r41alllt IISOWCIS l1rougiiOIA 11*\-,.a. 

~-"'""· -- --
01~1.Wf'litf PHWI<l Pt«'f 

Figure 4.4: Homepage 

Tho - -- In Wlla,tla IS - 71.5 
- ..... ill 0( u.,(54A"l C-.e(D.ntl 
..._...,1.G'IIol...-c7-1"~-~Al 

~ 

bia."'. 60 .t"' lluddiWsm I~A ~ ~~ 
Hlnfb5rn: 8 ~. Ot>ers:. ft 

When a marker on the map is clicked, it will open a new webpage which shows the 

detail about the marker. 
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The new page will show the detail about a particular services I product I supplier such 

as the address, contact detail, rating, comments, and halal status. 

4.3.2 Item's Detail 

AYAMPLUS FOOD CORPORATION SON. BHD. 

'\ li!il 
\ 6il 

- GJ -
-- fij) -·· 

-.....-. 
~Sil22.00Y~9212/3 001-4512004 

0t11car tn ca.or. 
ToiiS.WFeng 

Fullllfnllor. 
~2651 

Be the first! 

P!Ustlogln., commtnl! 

Ua.J,:.'<!I h:W• U-4'-"-
!o. ••Ito\- • I • i 1 ' h 1 

• 

--.. 

Figure 4.5: Item 's Detail 

AYA&I'LUS FOOD CORf'l:lRA nON SDN 
8HO 

No ·~ __ ,_ 14300Nibong 

reoMSS>.a~PftwiO ~· 

'**,.,..,!lfl_..., yG<Jf-. 

I Got my <halon; 

Users will be able to comment or rate the item after they log into their account. 

However, all comments will be reviewed by administrators first before published. 
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4.3.3 Login 

Login 

logm 

Keep me logged ln. 

Dont tuve ., account? 

No-

......,""' fia.Ltl u,po. 
l~·ur..-r · ~to\.Kf I>C"...C) 

Figure 4.6: Login 

Via this page, users also are able to retrieve new password if they lost their password. A 

confinnation email to confrrm their identity will be sent to users who request a new 

password. The new password will be sent to the email after the users confirmed their 

identity. 

The password is random generated. The administrators never know what the users' 

password is. 
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4.3.4 Search 

Search 

•:fllllllo ........ 

B 

Found 4 reauns for • A 1M'"· 
o ATAII.\1 FOOD !XliFOIUITOI smiiHI 

o AYAII a..-FOOD smiiHI 

o AY-.US FOOD COIII'OIIATOI SIM.IHI 

o AY-ST~S1M.IHI. 

"'"'' .......... "' u,., 
• -'' - o 1 , o 0 

' 

Figure 4.7: Search 

Users are able to perform search using several options such as company name, address, 

category, and state. The result will be appears at the bottom of the search form. 

The listed items are linked to their own page. So, to view more details of an item, users 

need to click on the item. 
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4.3.5 Nearby 

Login 

- "- ~ h•llat'Ug S.Ord> -by 

Nearby 

Rlllllas(kmt. 15 {1)e(M) 

J- I Food-

Found 2 resources within the radius! 

1 AYAIIPI.US fOOO COIII'OAATIOII Sla 811). (9 ~ 
2. NA-IWIIIGEI.ATII CAPSUL.£5 SDII.IIIt). ( 10 5817!1 I 

Y&Ja, ... Halallolaps • • 

(ltticLilmfor Pnvbf"'{ Pf«. y 

Figure 4.8: Nearby 

-...... -............ 
@ ..-... -

-... - ...... ........ -........... ..,....,..., 
s...c-;~ ..,.,,....., 

r 

---........ 
,. ::."""" Sollrmo '\, 

i -~""'- '~ 

!iii 

Jl" Ll..:!l.:.t&-::!' 1 L'teiT T•ltAI'aa ~ 

rf there are resources within the radius, they will be listed just below the map. It also 

shows the distance between the resources and user's location. 
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4.3.6 Administrator Dashboard 

Dashboard 

- - .._LotiO 
1-

,_ , 
IV,..Oo<~ 2011 

2U! ,_ , 121.,.J•U7 21111 
1111:: IAdlol 1JhrUIO 27 ~11 ..... __ ,_ , 1'!5 ..... 12011 

!1.-
,_ , t447 ..... ,., 2011 ·- ,_ , .. !1.1 .. -212011 

1 """" 
,_ , = .. -2221111 ·- ,_ , ......... llillltt ·- ,_ , ll• ... -:111311 

-~-_,......_ 
--~ .... .....,......,_ .... .. • Wiatr ....,._..., ............. ., ....... _..._,...._ 

-,_, ,_ , ,_ , ,_ , ,_ , ,_ , ,_ , ,_ , ,_ , 

._. 
-~-
VlfJt UAIIAGIW.-1 ---en.--

~ 8 HALAL #-~~, ~ . , 
DEVELOP - ' .. 
CORPORAl ~.9 ~ 

\IJ.Io I •1~ \1.1' 

• !•'• J. '. 

Figure 4.9: Administrator Dashboard 

4.3.7 Normal User Dashboard 

- - "- IMUIOl.. !.oor<to - ---

Dashboard 

---Elftll......,ci:l .... , ... ~ 

- 10171.2)4511 

...... ..u 10Q-· J011.2D11 

--.. u.. 

ALA # , . . • , 

~ 
H L # ..... ~ 

8 CORPORAl 9 ~! DEVELOP • - ... 

Figure 4.10: Normal User Dashboard 
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4.3.8 Import External CSV 

Dashboard 

• ,.,..,..22011120S-20~7.51 cav("-111 - 1 
• ,.....,.22011120S-20 47 • g csv( "-'II - · 
• ,.,..,..2crvl"-111- ! 

~"h~~lt.UtJ! 

r~-.....,..., Pnv.....-, P.• , 

Figure 4. 11 : Import External CSV 

_ .. _ 
--~ 

Other than key in data one by one, the data aJso can be imported via csv file. However, 

the data in csv file must follow a specific format so that it can be able imported into 

database automatically. 
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4.4 Usability Testing 

After the web application is ready for usability testing, 15 users with various 

backgrounds have been selected to perfonn the test. The users were given I 0 minutes to 

explorer the application. No instructions or guides are given during the test. 

Below are the test's results: 

The overaD easiness of the appliciltion 

Figure 4.12: Learnability Result 

• Very Difficult 

• Difficult 

• Moderate 

•Easy 

• very Easy 

5 of the respondents find that the application is easy to use while the others say it is 

very easy. 

The <M!ral efficiency of the applicMion in performinc tAb 

Figure 4.13: Efficiency Result 

• Poor 

• sad 

• Moderate 

•Good 

• Best 

Almost all respondents say that the application is working as expected and it is easy to 

redo the tasks. 
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The overal atisfattion tow.ds the application while usinc it 

Figure 4.14: Satisfaction Result 

• Very unpleasant 

• Unpleasant 

• Moderate 

• Pleasant 

• Very pleasant 

5 of the respondents say moderate, 9 of them say pleasant and the other I say very 

pleasant. From the given feedback, they want the application to accept third party login 

such as Facebook or Twitter. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION 

Halal directory is a common thing nowadays. But with this mashup, users not only get a 

list of data. they also may know about the location and analyze the data up to what they 

need. 

There are more works to be done to complete the application. One of the 

recommendations is to suggest JAKIM to open their APJ so that the developer can 

make use the data easily. 

Furthennore, this application also can be built for mobile gadgets such as smartphones 

and tablets so that it is more convenient for users to use. 
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APPENDICES 

1. Gantt Chart 

Task Name Feb Mar Apr May Jur Jul Aug sep Oct Dec 

Map Mashup for Halallndustry in Malaysia 

Stage 1- Proposal &Approval I -
Submit Project Proposal 
Gain Approval on the Project Topic 

Submit ProJect Extended Proposal 

Stage 2- Research & Development 

Phase 1- Initial Planning 

Find and assess 
on literature review 

Gather requirement 

needed in order to 

develop the platform 

Phase 2- Analysis 
Review related mashup 

Phase 3 - Design & Development 

Design and develop the . 
platform 

Phase4- Testing & Evaluation 

Conduct User Acceptance 

Test on target user 
Get user's feedback 

Stage 3 -Submission 

submission of Project Dissertation 
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